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ABSTRACT 
This study explores the mobile phone usage during working         
hours and the threshold for opening such device. The         
purpose of this research is to find the relationship between          
threshold of reading a message and the time needed to open           
a message. A user test has been done on fifteen participants           
and the time they were distracted by their mobile phones is           
measured. Surveys were made to test whether a higher         
threshold has effect on the usability of mobile phones in          
working environments. Results showed a clear difference       
between the low and high threshold of being able to use a            
mobile phone. However, more research has to be done on          
this topic as the validity of the conducted tests is unclear. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Since the introduction of Instant-Messaging applications      
and push-notifications on Smartphones, messages are      
received and read in an instant. The threshold for opening          
and reading a message is very low. In this study an attempt            
was done to determine whether the user will have a longer           
attention span while carrying out other tasks when the         
threshold for opening a message is increased. 

Significant amount of research has been conducted about        
the effect of non-work related messages at work. In         
addition, research has been done on the effects of instant          
messages on the performance of students. These researches        
have encountered negative effects of non-work related       
messages. 
 
It is important to examine what specific factor of the          
message has an influence on the attention span, and what          

will happen if this factor is changed. We believe that one of            
these factors is the threshold for opening the message. No          
previous study has specifically looked into the effect of the          
low threshold for opening a message. 
 
 
Through researching how the attention span is influenced        
by increasing the threshold for opening a private message at  
work, an indication can be made whether this low threshold          
is the cause for the distraction.  
 
The leading question this paper tries to answer is:  
How does increasing the time needed for opening a private          
message influence the threshold for reading a message? 
 
With the Sub Questions being:  
At what amount of time will they not open the message at            
work anymore? Does it impact the attention span to leave a           
message unopened? Does the way the message is presented         
to the participant increase their desire to open the message? 
 
If the assumption is true that the threshold and the time           
needed to open are related, then the threshold could be          
increased in order to create a longer attention span and less           
distraction caused by instant messaging devices. Eventually       
the findings of this research could help workers and         
students be more efficient and productive. 
 
 

RELATED WORK 
As described in the Udemy In Depth: 2018 Workplace         
Distraction report workers get frustrated, stressed and       
unmotivated by noisy interruptions in the workplace. To        
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make sure employees can work efficiently the workplace        
should be as calm as possible. 

Impact of Mobile Phones 
Using a mobile phone is one of the interruptions that make           
a noisy workplace. The non-work related usage of the         
phone by millennials while working has increased and will         
increase in the future if no measures will be taken following           
McCoy, Bernard R. (2016). A representative example of        
this is the research in non-work related messages at work,          
done by McBride, D. L., LeVasseur, S. A., & Li, D. (2015).            
In that research, named In Non-Work-Related Use of        
Personal Mobile Phones by Hospital Registered Nurses, the        
use of mobile phones during working hours was        
investigated. Three-quarters of the nurses working in this        
workspace said they use their phone during work. This         
share might be even larger, since some employees likely did          
not feel comfortable admitting they use their phone during         
working hours. 
  
Another research, also done in a hospital, is “Distraction: an          
assessment of smartphone usage in health care work        
settings” (Gill et al. 2012) in which is described that in a 24             
hour period their employees receive on average 21.9 emails,         
6.4 telephone calls while writing 6.9 email themselves and         
initiating 8.3 telephone calls. This emphasizes that using a         
mobile phone is something that is interlaced in the         
workplace. Since work- and private-related messages are       
coming from and going to the same device separating those          
messages can sometimes be quite hard. This makes that         
interruptions occurs all the time during working hours, also         
because of private-related things. 
 
It is clear that one gets distracted a lot during work and that             
those distractions have a negative impact on one’s working         
life. A considerably component of the communication       
between mobile phones, and thus a reasonable distractor, is         
instant messaging. 
 

Impact of Instant Messaging 
Distractions, Distractions: Does Instant Messaging Affect      
College Students’ Performance on a Concurrent Reading       
Comprehension Task? (Annie Beth Fox, B.A., Jonathan       
Rosen, B.A., and Mary Crawford, Ph.D.) is a research done          
in which users had to complete a reading task while          
interrupted by instant messages. Something that would       
certainly happen in the workspace as well. Often these users          
multitask while answering the messages. The result was that         
it took the users longer to complete the task, indicating that           
IM use negatively affects efficiency. The non IM-users        
completed the task almost three times as fast. Additional         
analysis revealed that the more time participants reported        

spending on IM, the lower their reading comprehension        
scores were. 
Altogether, distractions by mobile phones occur a lot,        
instant messaging costs a lot of time and has a negative           
influence on accuracy. A lot of research is done in the fields            
of push notification enabled mobile devices, instant       
messaging and their distractions. But until now there is no          
research about the influence of the time to open these          
messages. While nowadays developers of mobile devices       
focus more and more on operating quickly and effortless,         
this research focuses on whether increasing the effort and         
time to open an instant message has a positive influence on           
the attention span at work. 
 

 

METHODOLOGY  

Initial Research Setup 
The initial artifact made to answer the research questions         
was a box with a plastic ball (Figures 1-3) The message was            
presented in the plastic ball. The message was written on          
paper but could not be read without opening the plastic ball           
first. Through the design the threshold for opening the         
message was increased, since the ball had to be opened          
before reading the message.  

 

Figure 1: Ball inserted, Figure 2: Ball comes out,     
message sent message received 

 

Figure 3: Message being taken  

The artifact appeared to be infunctional to answer the         
research questions. Two reasons were that the ball was         
difficult to open. In addition the artifact itself was         
distracting and varying the times in the usertest would have          
been harder. Then, the process of how the participant can          
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actually respond was also not considered, so the design was          
dropped for the actual study.  

 

 

Adjusted Research Setup 
After dropping the first design it was decided to use a Nut            
and a screw as seen in Figure 4. The participants now had to             
screw the nut entirely through the thread from top to bottom           
before they were allowed to look at their phones.  

 
Figure 4: Nut screwed on a thread 
The participants had to solve two rounds of 2-star sudokus,          
with the time needed to finish the sudoku being measured..          
Before and after the test the participants were asked         
questions retrieved from other studies’ questionnaires e.g.       
“With the use of instant messaging softwares, I am or I may            
be…more/less/as productive as without.”(ReportLinker,    
2017) 
In the first test there was no task to do before the            
participants were allowed to look at their phone. In the          
second one they had to do the task shown in Figure 4, the             
time this task took was also measured. 
 

Pilot Test 
After executing the first pilot test it became immediately         
clear that a lot of things concerning the test had to be            
altered. During the first test the participant did not look at           
her phone a single time. After the test the participant gave           
feedback and brought up that she thought that the sudoku          
was by far the most important part of the test. Therefore she            
decided not to get distracted by the notifications of the          
phone. 

 

This lead to the first point of improvement. The lack of           
tendency of the participants to check their phones during         
the research was totally underestimated. To improve this,        
the explanation of the research for the participants was         
reshaped. The explanation changed in telling the       
participants that the sudoku was important, but the phone         
could also significantly help them to finish the sudoku. The          
aim of this change was to make sure that there was a shared             
interest in both the sudoku and the phone, and not just the            
sudoku. 

 
In the pilot research conducted afterwards it became clear         

participants did not understand the changed explanation of        
the research, in particular the ‘could significantly help you’         
part, since they could not see how the messages were going           
to help them finish the sudoku. That is why the messages, at            
first containing statements as ‘Hey’ and ‘How are you         
doing?’ were replaced by questions as ‘What is 8+13?’ and          
‘What is the population of Russia?’. A change was made          
again in the explanation of the research for the participants,          
now that that the messages might help them, with a time           
bonus. Also it was explained that it was their goal to finish            
the sudoku as fast as possible. The combination of these          
was meant to make the participants carefully decide        
whether to open the incoming messages or not, since they          
did not know how much time answering the questions         
would take compared to just solving the sudoku. 

 
Replacing the simple messages with questions also       
represented the real life situation, in which opening a         
message would cost a participant valuable time.  
From the second test it was derived that a maximum          
amount of time should be introduced, since that would put          
more pressure on the participants to finish the sudoku as          
fast as possible. It would also provide consistency in the          
study, since every participant would have the same amount         
of time to finish their sudoku. The limit that was set is 8             
minutes, since it was estimated that the participants could         
finish the sudoku in this time span. 
The third test led to the last improvements of the study,           
which was to keep track of time to unlock the phone and the             
amount of unlocks rather than just the time to finish the           
sudoku. It provided more useful,clear and unambiguous       
data. Because when the time to solve the sudoku and the           
distraction time would be measured, then both of these         
times increased during the second sudoku. This would be         
caused by the increased time to open the messages, given          
that they first had to unscrew one or multiple bolts. 
That is why there was also kept track of the time to unscrew             
the bolts and the time to actually read a message. This made            
sure that the bolt did not influence the times on this short            
time span. 
Furthermore the 3rd participant forgot that he was not         
obligated to open the messages during the second sudoku         
and thus he opened all the bolts. In order to make sure that             
participants would open the messages out of free will and          
maintain the independence of the participant, the ‘rules’ of         
the study would be repeated every time before opening a          
message. Those ‘rules’ stated that they were not obligated         
to open a message and a message might or might not help            
them. 
After the 3 pilot tests, the study improved to be a more            
accurate and elaborated study and that also required a more          
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accurate and associated questionnaire. It was thus decided        
to discard the questions earlier found from other studies and          
make up questions which were deemed to reveal the         
relationship between the variables more clearly. 
 

The Final Test 
The participants are students at the Technical University of         
Eindhoven aged between 18 and 25 that represent the         
student population. The participants were selected randomly       
out of the sample. The identity selection process will create          
a convenience sample. The participants that were picked        
that are present when the user test is performed.. 
  
Since this research was a quantitative research as much data          
as possible was gathered, with 15 people who participated         
in this research. The control group consisted of the same          
selected participants. The dependent variable in the research        
was the attention span of the participants. To measure the          
attention span, time and actions were recorded. The        
participants made two sudokus. For the first sudoku, the         
control section, the participants made a sudoku. The        
participants were being told to put their phones on silent          
mode, while still being able to receive the messages from          
this experiment. They were also being told that whenever         
they received a message, they could gain time-bonuses on         
their sudoku time by answering the message. The bonus         
was introduced to create curiosity for answering the        
messages, to replicate normal working environments. After       
every minute that passed, a message was sent with a          
simple-to-answer question. The maximum amount of time       
they had to finish the sudoku was eight minutes. If the           
participants finished early, the first section would be over.         
During this section the time they needed for the sudoku, the           
time they spent on their phones and the amount of times           
they unlocked their phones was noted.  
 
 
 
For the second sudoku, the actual research, the bolt on a           
thread (Figure 4) was introduced. The conditions for        
solving the sudoku stayed the same, except for the         
unlocking of their phones. Before a message could be         
opened, the participants needed to unscrew a bolt from side          
A to side B of the thread. After finishing this task, they            
were allowed to check their phones. If the participant         
decided to unscrew the first bolt, an additional bolt was          
introduced for the next message. For this experiment, the         
time limit was again eight minutes. During this test, the          
time they took to finish the sudoku, the time they spent on            
their phones, the time they spent on unscrewing the bolt and           
the amount of times they unlocked their phones was         
measured and noted. The environment in which this test         

took place, was a silent study environment with no         
additional distractions. 
 
After the two sudokus, the participants were asked to fill in           
a small questionnaire about their feelings and thoughts on         
this experiment. The survey functioned as an instrument to         
gather information on the experiences of the users. In the          
questionnaire there was also a question discussing the        
threshold in terms of the amount of bolts that would be           
acceptable for unscrewing before opening a message. 
 

RESULTS  
To investigate what the threshold is for opening a message          
the time participants spent on unscrewing bolts during the         
second sudoku was tracked. From this data a time-value can          
be extracted that is approaching the highest amount of time          
participants want to spend on opening a message. Some         
participants did not want to open a single message by          
unscrewing a bolt and therefor their threshold is close to          
zero. Some participants opened multiple messages meaning       
that their threshold is also lower, since they are willing to           
spend more time on opening a message. 
Every participant has a different threshold, which is why the          
standard deviation is 2 sigma above the mean value, so that           
it includes 97.8% of the people. From every person the          
maximum amount of time they were willing to spend on          
opening a message was taken and the mean and standard          
deviation was calculated. 
Mean = 14.38 s 
Standard Deviation = 13.018 s 
Threshold for 97.8% of the people = 14.38 + (2*13.018) =           
40.418 s 
 

 
Figure 5: Graph of distraction, made in plot.ly 

Figure 5 shows the relations between the feeling of         
distraction – on a scale from one to ten – and the two             
sudokus. As can be see the feeling of distraction rated by           
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the participants in sudoku 1 is higher compared to sudoku 2.           
The variances do not differ a lot, relatively. A negative          
correlation between feeling of distraction and the sudokus        
can be established. 

 

Figure 6: Graph of phone unlocks, made in plot.ly 

In the Figure 6 the Performed unlocks / Possible unlocks          
ratio are plotted over the two sudokus. As one can see, the            
first sudoku has a higher variance in data points than the           
second sudoku as well as the data points in the first sudoku            
on average have a higher unlock ratio than in the second           
sudoku. A negative correlation between the unlock ratio and         
the sudokus is shown. 

 

 

Figure 7: Graph of uneasy vs concentrated, made in plot.ly 

Using the data of two questions of the questionnaire the          
participants feeling of uneasiness against the feeling of        
concentration can be plotted. This shows a negative        
correlation between the feeling of uneasiness and the        
feeling of concentration, showing that the feeling of        
concentration rises if the feeling of uneasiness decreases. 
 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION  

Implications 
The leading question for this research was: “How does         
increasing the time needed for opening a private message         
influence the threshold for reading a message?” This        
questions was answered within the research, but due to the          
limitations discussed underneath, the reliability of the       
answer is uncertain. In addition, two of the three         
sub-questions could be answered by the research. The third         
subquestion “Does the way the messages is presented to the          
participant increase the desire to open the message?” could         
not be answered with the research, since the right results          
were not generated. In the future all the sub-question should          
be taken into account beforehand and a proper way to          
generate the desired results should be found. 
 
In the literature research done on beforehand of the research          
no similar research was found. Therefore a comparison        
between this paper’s results and previous results is not         
possible. 
 

Limitations 
During the research some participants finished earlier than        
others, what resulted in a shorter testing time. This         
influenced the research, since a shorter testing time may         
influence the results. A solution could be to design a task           
that cannot be finished early. In this way all the tests will            
have the same duration. 
  
Moreover there were quite few participants tested during        
the research and therefore too little data points were         
generated. This results in the possibility that the conclusion         
drawn when looking at the regression line is not grounded          
strong enough. This could be solved in the future by testing           
more participants, so the outcome will be more accurate.  
 
Some of the participants got the idea the research was more           
focused on the time in which they could solve the sudoku           
and were therefore extra focussed on solving the sudoku         
instead of sticking to their habit of checking their phone. A           
solution to this could be a more overthought introduction to          
the research for the participants and more research in how          
to introduce a research to the participants without giving         
away the goal of the research. 
 
Besides not the exact threshold for opening a message could          
be measured since the sudoku task was fun to do for most            
participants or the threshold for a participant to unscrew the          
bolt might be in between the time of unscrewing two bolts.           
While executing a boring task the time spend on the phone           
might be higher than it was the case now. A solution for this             
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could be to design a more accurate measuring tool (with          
more measuring points) and to come up with a task that will            
not distract the participants from the actual research. By         
conducting more research in this, progress in the results can          
be made.  
 
One of the participants expected a message, which could         
have made him more prone to looking at his phone and           
using it, resulting in a big outlier, which is quite significant           
with only 15 data points. A solution for this could be to            
design a prototype which is not linked to someone's         
personal device, so the participant can not be distracted by          
personal messages. 
 
Most of the participants finished the second sudoku earlier.         
This might be due to the fact they already made one sudoku            
the first round and therefore practiced. A solution could be          
to give the participants two different tasks or let them          
practice on beforehand with the task.  
 
Furthermore no scientific survey questions were found       
related to or convenient for the research. This influenced the          
research, since the questions do not have a scientific basis.          
Finally, the reinforced relationship might be correlated, not        
causal. The results could be caused by coincidence. 

 
CONCLUSION 
The first sub-question - At what amount of time will they           
not open the message at work anymore? - was estimated .           
As calculated the maximum amount of time 97.8% of the          
participants were willing to spend on opening a message of          
the participants is 40.418 s. As discussed however, the time          
may not be exact. As a result the actual threshold will be            
higher or lower.  
 
The second sub-question - Does it impact the attention span          
to leave a message unopened? - was answered through the          
questionnaire. By asking the participants to what extent        
they felt uneasy leaving the message unopened, and to what          
extent they had the feeling not being able to open the           
messages immediately helped them to stay concentrated, it        
could be examined whether it impacts the attention span to          
leave a message unopened. The negative correlation in the         
Figure 7 shows that leaving a message unopened does affect          
the attention span. However the results may be a         
coincidence, making a correlation but not a causal        
relationship. Further research should be done with scientific        
questions and a bigger sample to provide a valid answer.  
 
The main research question was answered - How does         
increasing the time needed for opening a private message         
influence the threshold for reading a message? 

From Figures 5 and 6 it appears that a lot more messages            
were opened during the first sudoku.  
The data suggests that increasing the time needed for         
opening a private message increases the threshold for        
reading it. As discussed there are a lot of biases. As a result             
the conclusion that increasing the threshold will improve        
people’s attention span may be incorrect or at least look          
more impactful than it really is. 
 
To conclude, for all the results counts that there were not           
enough participants to determine a definite outcome. The        
methods used were not peer reviewed which made their         
validity not approved.  
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APPENDIX A: GATHERED DATA FROM THE STUDY 

  Figure 8: Data gathered from the first sudoku 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 9: Data gathered from the second sudoku 
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APPENDIX B: GATHERED DATA FROM THE SURVEY 
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